
Beloit Elementary Character Rubric

Beginning Developing Proficient

Respect

Occasionally
treats adults and peers with 

respect, uses good manners, 
takes care of property 

Often
treats adults and peers with 

respect, uses good manners, 
takes care of property 

Almost Always
treats adults and peers with 

respect, uses good manners, 
takes care of property 

Trustworthiness
Occasionally

is honest, does the right thing, is 
reliable

Often
is honest, does the right thing, is 

reliable

Almost Always
is honest, does the right thing, is 

reliable

Caring
Occasionally

is kind, helps others, is 
considerate of others' feelings

Often
is kind, helps others, is 

considerate of others' feelings

Almost Always
is kind, helps others, is 

considerate of others' feelings



Beloit Elementary Communication Skills Rubric

Beginning Developing Proficient

Expresses Ideas and 
Feelings Appropriately

 Occasionally
uses appropriate voice tone, 

disagrees appropriately,  gets 
teacher's and peers attention 

appropriately

Often
uses appropriate voice tone, 
disagrees appropriately, gets 
teacher's and peers attention 

appropriately

Almost Always
uses appropriate voice tone, 
disagrees appropriately, gets 
teacher's and peers attention 

appropriately

Having a Conversation Occasionally
has eye contact, responds 

appropriately, actively listens

Often
has eye contact, responds 

appropriately, actively listens

Almost Always
has eye contact, responds 

appropriately, actively listens

Classroom Participation
Occasionally

volunteers during classroom 
discussion, shares opinions

Often
volunteers during classroom 
discussion, shares opinions

Almost Always
volunteers during classroom 
discussion, shares opinions



Beloit Elementary Social Skills Rubric

Beginning Developing Proficient

Self-Control

Occasionally       
    stays calm, handles 

frustration appropriately, keeps 
hands to themselves 

Often    
    stays calm, handles 

frustration appropriately, keeps 
hands to themselves

Almost Always
  stays calm, handles frustration 
appropriately, keeps hands to 

themselves

Gets Along with Others

Occasionally 
takes turns and/or shares, 
listens to other's ideas and 

opinions, shows good 
sportsmanship, is helpful to 

others

Often
takes turns and/or shares, 
listens to other's ideas and 

opinions, shows good 
sportsmanship, is helpful to 

others

Almost Always
takes turns and/or shares, 
listens to other's ideas and 

opinions, shows good 
sportsmanship, is helpful to 

others

Conflict Management

Occasionally 
accepts no for an answer, 

accepts criticism, has a 
respectful attitude

Often
accepts no for an answer, 

accepts criticism, has a 
respectful attitude

Almost Always
accepts no for an answer, 

accepts criticism, has a 
respectful attitude



Beloit Elementary Work Ethic Rubric

Beginning Developing Proficient

Time Management

Occasionally
stays on task, completes 

assignments on time, prepared 
for class

Often
stays on task, completes 

assignments on time, prepared 
for class

Almost Always
stays on task, completes 

assignments on time, prepared 
for class

Responsibility
Occasionally

follows instructions, turns in 
assignments on time, does their 

best

Often
follows instructions, turns in 

assignments on time, does their 
best

Almost Always
follows instructions, turns in 

assignments on time, does their 
best

Perseverance

Occasionally
Keeps going when things are 

difficult, Works hard to overcome 
roadblocks, tries many different 

ways to solve problems.

Often
Keeps going when things are 

difficult, Works hard to overcome 
roadblocks, tries many different 

ways to solve problems.

Almost Always
Keeps going when things are 

difficult, Works hard to overcome 
roadblocks, tries many different 

ways to solve problems.
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